Side event. VII MFW Forest fires prevention
PANEL DISCUSSION
1. What are the main actions taken in your country on prevention and restoration?
PANEL DISCUSSION

2. What are the links (if exist) among the previous mentioned actions?
PANEL DISCUSSION

3. Is there any **gap identified** on prevention measures versus restoration measures?
PANEL DISCUSSION

4. What are the **challenges** both **prevention** and **restoration** measures face to be better aligned in achieving their respective objectives?
PANEL DISCUSSION

5. Have you identified synergic processes/actions between both pre-fire and post-fire forest management?
PANEL DISCUSSION (Summary)

1. **main actions** on prevention and restoration
2. **links** (if exist) among prevention and restoration
3. **gap identified** on prevention versus restoration
4. **challenges** both **prevention** and **restoration** measures
5. **synergic actions** pre & post-fire forest management
PANEL CONCLUSION
Thank you
Merci beaucoup
شكرا جزيلا